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01 Abstract
Digital Assets are gaining wide recognitions. Due to prolonged and elevated volatility of the crypto
currencies, market participants are demanding a more robust mechanism to account for the value of
their digital assets. Utility token are born in this background. Utility token are digital assets designed
to mimic the value of fiat currencies. They allow users to cheaply and rapidly transfer value around
the globe while maintaining price stability. In this paper, we introduced US Dollar Wisdom Token or
WISDOM, utility token representing ASEAN countries.
US Dollar Wisdom Token or WISDOM, a new digital asset that is collateralized one-to-one by US
Dollar. WISDOM is owned by Nkrypt Pte, Ltd, issued and managed by Nkrypt (Thailand), (Thailand-based fintech startup.) under license agreement between these companies. WISDOM Token is
available and redeemable one-to-one in exchange for US Dollar. WISDOM Token accepts US
Dollar deposits and issues WISDOM Token gives users the convenience of keeping their liquidity
in digital assets while still maintaining stability. WISDOM is built upon TRC-20 token and BEP-20
therefore it is secure, efficient, transferred easily without friction, and inherits other desirable characteristics of the Binance and Tron Blockchain and Polygon.
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02 Introduction
The cryptocurrency space still be seen as an extremely volatile asset class, which makes it
challenging to assess the actual value of any protocol. Our utility token were created to encounter high volatile problem and provide a block chain-native solution to preserve value in crypto
for various purposes and use cases.
The first wave of live utility token was launched back in 2014. And the cryptocurrency space
has a huge expansion of utility token in the past year. Almost 40 different projects are currently
live and many more are being created. This type of token demonstrates more than just a minor
use case for blockchain technology, but has a utility that is expected to grow exponentially as
the crypto ecosystem matures. Many of fiat-pegged utility token have been proposed which
mainly are cryptocurrencies collateralized to US dollar.
WISDOM will be the utility token that are representing ASEAN countries. Southeast Asia is
one of the world’s fastest growing market. As it is the home to several emerging market countries making the region one of the most dynamic in the world. An important driver of the
world’s economic growth. Thailand is one of the most developed economies among the
ASEAN countries. Therefore, the US dollar is a highly desirable medium of exchange in
market, as well as a globally accepted unit of account, it is a desirable peg for a utility token.
WISDOM is in the regulation of payment tokens processes that combines the creditworthiness
and price stability of US Dollar with the technological advantages of a cryptocurrency and the
oversight of Thailand regulators. WISDOM value proposition is simply to maintain price
stability in reference to US Dollar to become a medium of exchange and a reserve currency or
a store of value. In order to create a stable, decentralized cryptocurrency—permission-less
digital money—that can be secured, saved, and sent instantaneously at almost no cost and with
no specific intermediaries. WISDOM will be compliant and transparent and build trust that the
utility token can hold its value and in the team behind it.
WISDOM is in the regulation of payment tokens processes that combines the creditworthiness
and price stability of US Dollar with the technological advantages of a cryptocurrency and the
oversight of Thailand regulators. WISDOM value proposition is simply to maintain price
stability in reference to US Dollar to become a medium of exchange and a reserve currency or
a store of value. In order to create a stable, decentralized cryptocurrency—permission-less
digital money—that can be secured, saved, and sent instantaneously at almost no cost and with
no specific intermediaries. WISDOM will be compliant and transparent and build trust that the
utility token can hold its value and in the team behind it.
The idea of utility token was initially popularized in Bitcoin and cryptocurrency space. There
are a few categories of utility token which allow to hold value and provide a similar service in
that users can avoid the volatility (or other traits) of a particular cryptocurrency, where the only
differences go about pegging their units in different ways. In this white paper, we focus on
applications wherein the fiat value is stored and transmitted with software that is open-source,
cryptographically secure, and uses distributed ledger technology.
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WISDOM, fiat-pegged cryptocurrencies initially be issued on the TRC-20 Tron blockchain,
Binance Smart Chain, and Polygon Chain so they exist as a cryptocurrency token. Each
WISDOM unit issued into circulation is backed in a one-tone ratio (i.e. one Wisdom token is
one US dollar) by the corresponding fiat currency unit held in deposit by Thailand based--Token Innovation Co, Ltd, WISDOM may be exchanged for the underlying fiat currency pursuant
to Token Innovation Co, Ltd.’s terms of service or, if the holder prefers, the equivalent spot
value in any other cryptocurrency. Once WISDOM has been issued, it can be transferred,
stored, and exchanged as any other cryptocurrency.
WISDOM has the following advantages over other fiat-pegged cryptocurrencies:
WISDOM exist on Tron blockchain, Binance Smart Chain, and Polygon Chain. All transactions
operate according to the rules of a smart contract on the Tron, Binance, and Polygon platform
following the BEP-20 and TRC-20 protocol. All transactions operate according to the rules of a
smart contract. Because of this smart contract, transactions eliminate human error and the
system operates only as programmed.
WISDOM Token are issued and redeemed by Nkrypt (Thailand), As a trust, Nkrypt (Thailand),
Issues WISDOM Token directly with no need for any middlemen. This enables more efficient
operations, including shorter redemption windows (WISDOM Token can be redeemed for US
Dollar within one business day) and lower fees.
WISDOM can be integrated with merchants, exchanges, and wallets as any other cryptocurrencies can be integrated. The token also available to be listed on exchange around the world. Since
it is backed by the US Dollar, it can be used as a proxy for understanding the value of the US
Dollar as compared to other digital assets.
WISDOM employs a simple but effective approach for conducting Proof of Funds which
significantly reduces our counterparty risk as the custodian of the reserve assets.
WISDOM representing the token for Asia countries. Asia pacific market contribute as one of
the key players of global cryptocurrency. And East Asia is the world’s largest cryptocurrency
market followed by Western Europe. China alone controls 65% of Bitcoin’s global hash
rate—which means that the majority of all newly-mined Bitcoin starts out at an Asia-based
address, giving the market a massive liquidity boost.
WISDOM is establishing firm foundation for bringing digital coins into the daily lives of
people focusing on easing the financial inclusion problem. By applying blockchain technology
for cross-border remittance, online payment, currency exchange and micro lending, without the
volatility issues of existing, non-utility token cryptocurrencies.

Users can purchase WISDOM from Nkrypt (Thailand), (www.wisdomtoken.co), Pooldax OTC
market (www.pooldax.com), Bitcoin World Exchange (bitcoinworld.exchange), and Tradingpool (tradingpool.finance). Users can also transact and store WISDOM with any Ethereum-enabled wallet such as MetaMask, ClassePay, and Trust Wallet and Tron enable wallet such as
Tron Wallet, Exodus Wallet, and Bitpie Wallet.
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03 Main Applications
WISDOM was built upon 2 main purposes 1.) To utilized for trading in the cryptocurrency
ecosystem (For both traders/investors and crypto exchange). 2.) To help ease financial inclusion
problem by focusing on remittance market, merchant (money transferring), and online payment.
1. To utilized for trading in the cryptocurrency ecosystem will benefits both individual
traders/investors and cryptocurrency exchange.
For traders: WISDOM can facilitate crypto-asset trading or it could be “the safe haven for
crypto traders/ investors”. Crypto traders especially those who are in Asia (East Asian is world’s
largest crypto market, hold 31% of crypto transactions from 3rd quarter of 2019-2020) needs to
exchange their volatile digital assets to crypto with a better price stability. With WISDOM,
traders now have the option to convert their volatile crypto into more utility token (WISDOM)
with respect to US dollar. In addition, WISDOM is accepted or listed in multiple exchanges
where traders can also trade between exchanges.
For exchange: WISDOM can helps exchange operators in mitigating the challenge of legacy
financial system in the complication of accepting fiat deposits and withdrawals. The legacy
financial system can be complicated, risky, slow, and expensive. As the exchange operator
needs to identify the right payment providers that can be trust and charged lowest fee. Moreover,
the banks still need 3-7 days for international wire transfers to clear (SWIFT). WISDOM can relieve
the above complications and gain additional benefits including exchange operators can outsource
fiat custodial risk to WISDOM; Easily add other WISDOM fiat currencies as trading pairs to
the platform; WISDOM allows users to move fiat in and out of exchange more freely, quickly,
and cheaply; Conduct audits easier and more securely in a purely crypto environment.
2. To help ease financial inclusion problem by focusing on remittance market, merchant
(money transfer), and online payment.
Remittance market: As Asia is the top remittance recipient countries in the world. As the
Asia-pacific Digital remittance market was valued at $ 49.85billion in 2018. However, transferring
money and gaining access to credit across international borders is still a challenge, time
consuming, and expensive for remittance market. Existing remittance and transfer system suffer
from accessible to the financial institution, exchange-rate losses and excess fees, counter-party
risks, and extensive paperwork and timing. WISDOM will help solve all above issues and benefits
in helping remittance access in fair and trusted financial center that helps send their money home.
Merchant (money transferring): Many merchants around the world still faced the challenge
of money transferring especially those large merchants including cross boarder trades, real
estate investor, and jewelry business etc. The current international payment system has been
stagnant since many years ago. The problem includes the relatively low efficiency of funds
transaction, too many intermediaries involved in payment made by agencies and repeated
verification of document needs which these led to an inefficiency, expensive, and time consuming
payment system.
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WISDOM has offered itself a fundamental trading tool to resolve the mentioned payment issues
for merchant on money transfer/ trade. The funds delivery is completed through the smart
contact lending to fast, inexpensive, secure and efficient transaction. WISDOM can be represented
as the mean of exchange that allows merchants to purchase goods and services internationally
more conveniently. It aims to alleviate many market inefficiencies experienced in multiple
industries and also pave the way for a sustainable financial alternative in different countries.
WISDOM not only help solve the inefficiency problem but also helps merchant to transfer
money internationally easier, faster, and more secure with lower fees.
Individual (money transferring): WISDOM will also be benefits for individual. Especially
people who work and travel internationally, tourists, permanent travelers, expats, digital nomads
and international students, who effectively become underbanked abroad. Having no local credit
history, or bank accounts renders access to credit and transfer of money challenges. Moreover,
undocumented income is not available to build a credit reputation. WISDOM will be the medium
of exchange for these individuals who faces difficulty in accessing the financial services.
Online payment: WISDOM is acted as the store of value online. Through smart contract,
the various function will help benefits online payment such as smart payment, fast and convenient
funds collection, funds transfer and funds management. WISDOM is the digital asset in the
wallet center for online settlement. It could use to complete payment point-to-point, making it safe,
fast convenient and entails a lower administrative fee.

Use Case

1.) Traders, investors and cryptocurrency exchange
WISDOM are used in Thailand Over-the-counter trade (OTC Market) more than 1MUSD
trading volume in 2020 (www.pooldax.com, bitcoinworld.exchange, and tradingpool.finance).
It shows that traders and investors in Thailand trust in utility token concept. It allows traders and
investors to move fiat in and out of OTC market more quickly cheaply and easier.
2.) The cross-border remittance market
WISDOM presents a use case on cross-border remittance workers in ASEAN countries. One of
the biggest remittance market is located in Thailand with huge number of migrant workers from
Myanmar. Currently, Myanmar migrant worker have been sending money across international
borders through bank or illegal agent. The existing transfer systems suffer from the accessibility
of financial system, or the counter-party risk, and inefficient time and exchange rates.
WISDOM cross-border remittance system compose of over 100 Myanmar migrant workers
living in Thailand using WISDOM to transfer a total amount of 1 MUSD, thereby providing the
feasibility of the system. Transaction and remittance costs as well as the transfer time decrease
and ease the access to basic financial services for the users. On average, the users save around
5% in remittance costs and currency-exchange rates when using the WISDOM capital transfer
system.
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04 Issuance and sale
The initial token issuance will be 112 M USD equal to 112 M WISDOM divided into Tron 2M
WISDOM Binance smart chain 55 M WISDOM and Polygon chain 55 M WISDOM any
amount
The token will be served as a digital form of the US Dollars. Users can purchase this token from
any regulated digital exchanges or the OTC market. The token then can be exchanged for other
coins/ tokens on the exchanges.
Nkrypt (Thailand), will charge from other companies that use the WISDOM in equal US Dollar
and charge the service fee at the rates of 0.1% per transaction.
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05 Potential risks
We believe that these estimates and forward-looking statements are based upon reasonable
assumptions, they are subject to many significant risks, uncertainties and are made in light of
the current available information only.
Regulatory risk
• WISDOM operates under Thailand laws and regulations, and flows strict compliance with
any regulations imposed by government authorities
• The blockchain technology, including the issue of tokens and their usage, is operated under
the Thailand act and the related regulations.
• Although the payment token regulations are under revision by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), they are expected to be effective from 2018.
Value of WISDOM tokens
• Significant uncertainties are beyond the control of the WISDOM management; and therefore
it is difficult or impossible to predict the future values.
• Thus, we do not guarantee specific value of the coins at any specific time and shall not be
held responsible for changes in values of the WISDOM tokens.
• The value of WISDOM tokens may fluctuate based on, but not limited to, supply and demand
of services, judgments about the future economic, competitive and market conditions, and
business decisions of WISDOM tokens.
• Likewise, the forward looking information contained herein should not be interpreted as a
warranty on the part of WISDOM or any other entities.
Systemic risk
• The systemic risk can be caused by major disruptions in the global internet infrastructure.
These risks will decrease significantly as time passes.
Other unforeseeable risk
• Please note that the WISDOM project may be subject to other risks that are not foreseen at
the moment.
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06 Technology
WISDOM is created on the Tron network (TRC-20) Binance Smart Chain network (BEP-20),
and Polygon with blockchain technology. A blockchain is best described as a public database
that is updated and shared across many computers in a network. "Block" refers to the fact that
data and state is stored in sequential batches or "blocks". "Chain" refers to the fact that each
block cryptographically references its parent. A block's data cannot be changed without changing all subsequent blocks, which would require the consensus of the entire network. Each new
block and the chain as a whole must be agreed upon by every node in the network. This is so
everyone has the same data. For this to work, blockchains need a consensus mechanism.

The TRC-20 is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the TRON blockchain for
implementing tokens with the TRON Virtual Machine (TVM). TRON smart contract support
Solidity language in (Ethereum). When the smart contract is triggered, the corresponding function will be executed automatically. TRON network uses Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network instructure, all nodes status equal. There are three types of node: SuperNode, FullNode, SolidityNode.
SuperNode produces blocks, FullNode synchronizes blocks and broadcasts transactions, SolidityNode synchronizes solidified blocks. Any device that deploy the java-tron code can join
TRON network as a node. TRON virtual machine is based on Ethereum solidity language, it
also has TRON's own features.
Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) is a blockchain system from the crypto-trading platform
Binance. BSC is designed to provide a high-performance infrastructure for decentralised
trading, building DApps, interoperability between other blockchains, and support of smart
contracts and other DeFi products. BSC was unveiled in April 2019, going live on mainnet in
September 2020. The Binance community had the idea to create a cross-chain network where
users could benefit from the high throughput of the Binance Chain and the smart contract compatibility of BSC.
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Polygon is a cryptocurrency, with the symbol MATIC, and also a technology platform that
enables blockchain networks to connect and scale.
The Polygon platform operates using the Ethereum blockchain and connects Ethereum-based
projects. Using the Polygon platform can increase the flexibility, scalability, and sovereignty of
a blockchain project while still affording the security, interoperability, and structural benefits of
the Ethereum blockchain.
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07 WISDOM Technology Stack
The first layer is the TRC-20, BEP-20 Layer protocol. Its is a foundational
technology that can:
1) Create and destroy digital tokens represented metadata embedded in the blockchain; in this
case, fiat pegged digital tokens, WISDOM
2) Track and report the circulation of WISDOM via https://polygonscan.com/ , https://bscscan.com/ and https://tronscan.org/
3) Enable users to transaction and store WISDOM and other assets/tokens in the Binance smart
chain network, Polygon chain and Tron network.
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08 Governance
The purchase function process is conducted and approved through KYC which is the main
verification for trust companies. The US Dollar are sent to trust company through Escrow agreement,
where it will also helps verified funds. The smart contracts are ordered by API to issue equivalent
value of US Dollar to client public address.
Nkrypt (Thailand), goal is to build customer’s trust by governing principles of the highest
standard of Thailand Regulators. The total amount of US dollar held in our reserves is proved
by publishing the bank balance and undergoing periodic audits by professionals.
For Transparency: Users will be able to view the information from our Transparency Page on the
website. Nkrypt (Thailand), has bank account which will be updated money reserve from
time-to-time. As WISDOM live on the block chain, the provability and accounting of WISDOM
at any given point in time is trivial. The clients are able to see the amount of the reserves money
in the bank, and the number of Wisdom Tokens in the system.
For redeeming a US Dollar; It is conducted and approved through KYC/AML which is the main
verification process. Thereafter, the users send US Dollar tokens to the smart contract from a
registered address, which will prompt the escrow bank to disburse the funds. This will ensure
that the funds are not collision with US Dollar system. The process of purchase and receipt of
fiat are being done by trust companies through Escrow accounts.
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In term of Flow of Fund process, there are five steps in the lifecycle of a WISDOM, best
understood via a diagram.

Token
Innovation
user

Token
Innovation
user

Token
Innovation
user

Fiat reserves held by
Nkrypt (Thailand),

Step 1 Users needs to deposit fiat currency into Nkrypt (Thailand),'s bank account.
Step 2 Nkrypt (Thailand), will generate and credits the user's Nkrypt (Thailand), account.
WISDOM enter circulation. Amount of fiat currency deposited by user = amount of
WISDOM issued to user (i.e. 10 k USD deposited = 10 k WISDOM issued).
Step 3 Users transact with WISDOM. The user can transfer, exchange, and store WISDOM
via a p 2 p opensource, pseudo anonymous, Blockchain based platform.
Step 4 User deposits WISDOM with Nkrypt (Thailand), for redemption into fiat currency.
Step 5 Nkrypt (Thailand), destroys the WISDOM and sends fiat currency to the user’s bank
account. Users can obtain WISDOM outside of the aforementioned process via an
exchange or another individual. Once a WISDOM enters circulation it can be traded
freely between any business and individual.
The main concept to be conveyed by the Flow of Funds diagram. Nkrypt (Thailand), is the only
party who can issue WISDOM into circulation (create them) or take them out of circulation
(destroy them). This is the main process by which the system solvency is maintained.
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09 Legal and compliance
Nkrypt Pte Ltd, who initiated Wisdom Token, and is a property owner of the token, a company
is incorporated under Singapore law. The office is located in Singapore. For a vision and goal of
business expansion, Nkrypt and Nkrypt (Thailand) have the agreement for rights to develop
and utilizing the Wisdom Token in Thailand.
Nkrypt (Thailand) is incorporated under Thailand law. A Company specializes on tokenization and
token utilization businesses. Nkrypt (Thailand) obtained Wisdom Token development and
utilization rights as the official “Licensee” from Nkrypt Pte Ltd. on August 1, 2021. Nkrypt (Thailand)
is responsible for token development and to perform other activities in the market such as
managing, operating, marketing and trading. To ensure Nkrypt (Thailand) will perform the right
business conduct, Nkrypt will keep monitoring of using Wisdom Token in the market. Nkrypt
(Thailand) will provide regular report to Nkrypt on timely manner.
In order to strengthen and maximize of Wisdom Token utilization, Nkrypt (Thailand) has agreement
and appointed Crypto OTC Co., Ltd. as “Fund Management” Company in Thailand. Crypto OTC
is responsible to manage the token transactions and the other business-back activities.
All parties are fully committed have the measure to perform the business according with digital
assets related local and International laws and regulations.
Nkrypt (Thailand), is using the certified & licensed tax and account auditor to audit and certify
company accounting and tax report.
Nkrypt (Thailand), also has the policy and measure to prevent the conflict of interest such as
• Nkrypt (Thailand), will not allow the persons who know the confidential information,
which effect with the confident and trust of investors, to trade the digital asset during
that acknowledgement.
• Nkrypt (Thailand), has the measure to check the staffs or persons who are not eligible to
receive the information, that will affect with the trust and confident of investor in the
trading of our digital asset.
• Nkrypt (Thailand), has the process to check on above mentioned policy implementation.
In case of the confidential data is disclosed illegally. Token Innovation Co, Ltd, will manage the
incident per local law and regulations.
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10 Team
We, WISDOM token team are a team of professionals from around South East Asia whose have
the same mission in creating financial ecosystem that is accessible for everyone. Our vision is
to lead the block chain revolution in order to be a part of global crypto space where people can
use our tokens to be the medium of exchange and a reserve currency or a store of value. Everyone
can trade WISDOM token in their way of choice in the most secured and trusted manner.
We have a solid team with a proven track record and rich experience:

Phadet Jinda, PhD - Chief Executive Officer
Information System Research & Development Researcher, his research was
supported by The Thailand National Innovation Agency (Public Organization):
NIA and awarded a Startup Thailand Pitching Grand Challenge 2016. He’s
Data Scientist, who spend more than 5 years in FinTech, Cryptocurrency
and Blockchain Technology until now.

Samarn Takort - Chief Legal Officer
He has broad experiences in Financial and Business Law. in Thailand and
International for almost 30 years. He holds attorney-at-law license, Advanced
Certificate in Public Administration and Law for Executive, Certificate in
Administrative Law and Administrative Law Procedure.
Tanakorn Karode - Chief Digital Asset Officer
He’s Computer Engineering who has experience with web and mobile
development for 3 years. He has also developed decentralized applications
on Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, and Near Protocol using Solidity and
Rust programming languages. He and his team presented a project named
"PSU Coin" and got the first runner-up prize in TICTA2020.
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Amorn Suksawat - Chief Marketing Officer
He has very rich experience in Online Marketing and Corporate Identity
Branding. He’s passionate with Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Trading
Systems. He’s Founder of the Bitcoin Challenge Trading Community, and
guess speaker in Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Technology.
He obtains the 5 Levels of Leadership (John C.Maxwell).
Sarawut Hanprombut - Chief Operation Officer
Expertise in Online Marketing, Digital Marketing, SEO, SEM, LINE OA, etc.,
and has experience in the crypto industry for more than 7 years and has been
a co-developer of a crypto payment application and creating various media
using NFT blockchain technology and experienced in customer and producer
management.
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11 Roadmap
Time

Activity

2020

• Trail program in Thailand. Starting with OTC and remittance market.

2021

• Start paring with another cryptocurrency in ASEAN market
• Expand marketing in Singapore

2022

• Expand into Myanmar focusing remittance market.
• Expand into Cambodia focusing remittance market.
• Start micro lending projects
• Finding partnership in other ASEAN market
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12 Conclusion
WISDOM Token is as good as or better than fiat in each of its functions: it is easier to exchange,
maintains the same unit of account, and provides the same store of value. Fully collateralized
by US Dollar and supported by a regulated financial institution, WISDOM Token is therefore
an improved model for money.

13 Disclaimer
This whitepaper may be revised from time to time without any notice as the project progresses.
We will publish any future versions and updates on our website, https://www.wisdomtoken.co/
We only have a single website, and are in no way affiliated with other potentially similar-sounding
sites.
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